The problem of Learning from Demonstration is targeted at learning to perform tasks based on observed examples. One approach to Learning from Demonstration is Inverse Reinforcement Learning, in which actions are observed to infer rewards. This work combines a feature-based state evaluation approach to Inverse Reinforcement Learning with neuroevolution, a paradigm for modifying neural networks based on their performance on a given task. Neural networks are used to learn from a demonstrated expert policy and are evolved to generate a policy similar to the demonstration. The algorithm is discussed and evaluated against competitive feature-based Inverse Reinforcement Learning approaches. At the cost of execution time, neural networks allow for non-linear combinations of features in state evaluations. This results in better correspondence to observed examples as opposed to using linear combinations. This work also extends existing work on Bayesian Non-Parametric Feature construction for Inverse Reinforcement Learning by using non-linear combinations of intermediate data to improve performance. The algorithm is observed to be specifically suitable for a linearly solvable non-deterministic Markov Decision Processes in which multiple rewards are sparsely scattered in state space. This translates to real-world control problems such as those in robotics and automation (e.g. the robust output tracking problem or controlling an n-joint arm), where the underlying equations can be made linear. A conclusive performance hierarchy between evaluated algorithms is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of Reinforcement Learning (RL) is motivated by modeling learning from experience. The environment is segmented into states, each of which contain information to describe the environment in that segment. The learner, or agent, may benefit differently depending on which state it is in. This creates a notion of rewards corresponding to each state. RL then tries to find the optimal actions over all the states based on rewards observed when taking actions in those states. An example would be a child learning how to build a pyramid from a given set of blocks.
Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) is motivated by learning from examples, such as someone showing a child how to build the block pyramid and the child then trying to replicate the process. As opposed to RL, an agent in IRL does not observe rewards; it attempts to recover them based on observations in the form of traces of state-action pairs. IRL allows an agent to understand its environment in terms of evaluation of a state. It is therefore intuitive that IRL is a means to implement Learning from Demonstration (LfD) [1] , [2] . LfD describes a problem in which an agent learns to perform a task by observing how it is to be done. The learner exploits the demonstrator's experience and does not have to learn from experience itself.
One approach to IRL is to exploit state information by reconstructing rewards from state features and their combinations. To obtain such a non-linear function, this work employs a neural network as its first contribution. Specification of network structure can limit the efficiency of the generated network. For this reason, the neural network is generated by cumulative modification to a simple feed-forward network, using Genetic Algorithms (GA) [3] , [4] (this may result in addition of hidden layers). The approach is summarized as Figure 1 and discussed in Section IV-C.
As opposed to mapping states to rewards as in [5] , this work proposes generation of state values, from which state rewards can be derived. This allows improved robustness to noise, since state values do not exhibit steep transitions. Use of state values therefore favors real-world applications such as robotics. Work in [6] involves the use of composite state features with priors to estimate rewards over several algorithm iterations. The second contribution of our work is utilizing the non-linear nature of neural networks to improve performance of work in [6] in the case of complex reward structure.
Section II describes relevant work on neuroevolution and feature-based IRL. Section III discusses IRL and a featurebased approach to the problem. This is followed by details of the proposed neuroevolution-based algorithm in Section IV. Section V on experimental evaluation of the algorithm is followed by concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Work in [7] uses Gaussian Process (GP) regression to fit the reward function (using as GP kernel) as a non-linear combination of state features. However, kernel functions are not as good as neural networks at generalizing non-locally and scaling to larger datasets.
Work in [8] , [9] , the reward function is assumed to be generated by a composition of sub-tasks to be performed in the Markov Decision Process (MDP) space. The algorithm targets detection of sub-goals but does not estimate the final policy over all states in state space (it only targets states observed in the demonstration). Fig. 1 . A summary of NEAT-IRL. A population of neural networks is used to generate mappings from state features to state rewards. The networks are evolved in structure and connections using Genetic Algorithms (GA). Fitness of a network is determined by closeness of the optimal policy generated from rewards based on that network, to the demonstrated policy.
Bayesian Non-Parametric FIRL (BNP-FIRL) [6] uses the Indian Buffet Process (IBP) [10] to define priors over composite state features. Iteratively computed values values are then either aggregated (as a mean-based result) or used for estimating Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) [11] (as a MAP-based result) to evaluate state reward values. While the two results provide competitive performance when calculating reward functions, using the mean-based result performs significantly better than the MAP-based result when focusing on actionmatching rather than reward-matching. For this reason, MAPbased results are excluded from comparison. More importantly, this emphasizes the importance of how the iteration data is finally used. A non-linear combination of this data intuitively provides better performance than a linear combination (as in the case of mean). In an alternative implementation extending BNP-FIRL, our work uses a neural network to provide state value based on feature and weight data gathered over several iterations of state reward estimation in the BNP-FIRL algorithm.
In an expectation-maximization based approach, the reward function is modeled as a weighted sum of functions in [12] . The algorithm is not compared with [7] , but the two algorithms have been individually compared with standard Maximum Entropy IRL [13] . Visual observation of the performance of these two algorithms indicates that a GP kernel based approach is competitive to, if not better than, an expectationmaximization based approach.
Very recently, the use of Deep Learning [14] for IRL problems has been explored in [15] to translate state features into state values. The performance of this algorithm has been shown to surpass that of existing algorithms ( [7] , [6] ). The algorithm focuses on achieving correct expected state value, whereas our algorithm focuses on learning the optimal policy. Intuitively, it is expected that our work will perform competitively with the use of deep neural networks. The reason for this is that the premise of both algorithms is similar: they use state features as input to a neural network and evaluate state reward or state value as the output of the neural network. In addition, the use of neuroevolution (evolving the structure a neural network based on task requirements) allows for a more compact network due to dynamic construction of the neural network.
Finally, work in [16] on Maximum Likelihood IRL (MLIRL) is targeted to collectively cover three problem spaces: linear IRL and non-linear IRL (reward is a linear and non-linear (respectively) function of state features), and multiple intentions IRL (MDP comprises of multiple reward functions). However, it is not as suitable as specialized IRL algorithms when the number of experts (demonstrators) and reward function shape (linear or non-linear) are known. MLIRL is evaluated in [16] to be, at most, competitive with [7] and is excluded from comparison for our work.
NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topolgies (NEAT) [17] , [18] evolves both the structure and parameters of a population of neural networks governed by a GAs, and therefore a corresponding fitness function. In [19] , demonstration bias is introduced to NEAT-based agent learning. This is done by providing advice in the form of a rule-based grammar. This does not, however, provide an embedded undertanding of preference for a state in state space.
In our work, state values are used to generate a corresponding policy. To incorporate learning by demonstration, this policy is matched with the demonstration and the neural network is evolved thereof. Such directed neuroevolution can be considered as an extension of work in [19] , [20] with better insight to evaluation of a state. For the purpose of this document, the proposed work is referred to as NEAT-IRL.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A formal definition of an MDP [21] is repeated here for reference. An MDP is a set of states (S), actions (A) and transition probabilities (θ) between states when an action is taken in a state. Additionally, each state-action pair corresponds to a reward (R). A discount factor (γ) is used while aggregating rewards corresponding to a trajectory of state-action pairs. A policy (π) describes a set of actions to be taken over the state space. The optimal policy (π * ), then, maximizes the expected discounted sum of rewards between two given states (start and goal) in an episodic task (a task that repetitively solves the same problem until a suitable solution is derived). Alternatively, in the case of a continual task (a task that does not have terminal states), the optimal policy maximizes this sum of rewards over the lifetime of the learning agent.
State value (v) is the expected return (sum of R values) when a given π is followed, starting at that state. The concept of an MDP is extended to define a Linear MDP (LMDP): a linearly solvable MDP (using KL-divergence [22] or maximum entropy control) [23] . An LMDP is defined by state costs (q) in correspondence to S as an alternative to R [16] . Passive dynamics (p) describes transition probabilities in the absence of control. Following a policy (π) as opposed to p occurs at a cost of the KL-divergence between π and p. Such a cost makes the optimization problem convex, removing questions of local optima [24] . Additionally, an exponential transformation of the optimal v function transforms the associated Bellman Equation [25] , [26] (MDP solution) to a linear function. An optimal v function corresponds to a v function evaluated over π * . In context of real-world problems, these may be control problems such as those in robotics and automation, where the underlying Hamilton Jacobi Bellman (HJB) [27] or Bellman Equation can be made linear. This is done by exploiting the structure of the control problem [28] . Examples of such problems include the robust output tracking problem [29] and the control of an n-joint arm [30] . Alterntively, examples of non-LMDP real-world problems include planning and resource management tasks, where risk management is prioritized [31] . Another example of a non-LMDP real-world problem is a manufacturing process where a number of items are processed independently through a finite number of stages [32] .
The goal of IRL is to learn a reward function for each state based on parts of a policy (demonstration). In a broader sense, the goal is to be able to generate a policy over a state space (S) which is correlated to what has been demonstrated. For the purpose of this work, the demonstrations received by the algorithm are assumed to be performed by an expert, meaning that they are assumed to be optimal. A demonstration (D) consists of numerous examples, each of which is a trace of the optimal policy through state space. These are represented in the form of sequences of state-action pairs (s, a).
One method to generate a policy is to generate state values for each state based on state features. It is assumed that a weighted combination of state features can provide a quantitative evaluation of a state. The first problem, then, is to learn a mapping from state features to state values, that produces a policy for which state-action pairs are consistent with the given examples.
Additionally, values of weights and features over several iterations of BNP-FIRL may be used in different ways to derive a state reward value. The second problem, then, is to Fig. 2 . Policy sampling in a grid world MDP. In this example, 4 demonstrations of length 2 as sampled. The left part of the figure shows the optimal policy for the MDP. For each demonstration, a state is selected at random. The optimal policy is then followed for steps equal to demonstration length (2 in this case). learn a non-linear mapping from these values to state reward, that produces a policy consistent with the given examples (as described for the first problem).
The domain used for this work is grid world Markov Decision Process (MDP), but the concept can be extended to other state spaces. The use of a grid world MDP is aligned with experiments in [5] , [8] , [9] , [16] , [12] . In case of the grid world MDP used in the aforementioned experiments, an agent has 5 possible actions: move up, move down, move left, move right, do nothing. The aformentioned experiments define a deterministic MDP as one where the action taken is always the action selected. They also define a non-deterministic MDP as one where the action taken is sometimes random, irrespective of the action selected.
Examples are provided as traces of subsequent states in the state space as per the demonstration policy. Multiple traces may overlap, which means that a single state may be covered more than once in a set of examples. If no examples overlap, the set of states involved in the examples has an upper bound of the total number of examples multiplied by the length of each example (in states). An example from an MDP policy perspective is given in Figure 2 . These examples serve as demonstration (D) in IRL (used for learning state rewards).
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
The following sections provide an overview of fundamental algorithms in the context of this work and then continue to define an approach to NEAT-based IRL.
A. BNP-FIRL
BNP-FIRL is summarized in Figure 3 . BNP-FIRL decomposes reward (r) as a product of composite features (Φ) and weights (w). There are a total of K composite features and so the size of w is K. Each column in Φ is a binary vector of size |S|, indicating the presence or absence of the feature per state. The size of Φ is therefore K × |S|. The product of w and Φ is thus a vector of size |S|.
Ψ denotes a matrix of M atomic features (the original state features as defined by the MDP). As for Ψ, each column in Ψ contains |S| binary data items, making its size M × |S|. . Genotype to phenotype mapping example for NEAT [17] . A genotype corresponds to the encoding of the structure (nodes) and connections of a neural network. These are represented as two genes. The phenotype is the actual neural network generated based on its phenotype.
The matrix Z indicates the atomic features that comprise each composite feature. It is therefore M × K in size. A Bernoulli distributed binary matrix (with p = 0.5), U (also of size M × K), is used to negate atomic features when generating composite features. X is an M -dimensional binary vector indicating use of atomic features to form composite features.
α is a constant parameter over which a Poisson distribution is calculated (required by the IBP when computing the number and values of composite features). A Bernoulli distribution (p = κ) is used to generate priors on X. Finally, κ is Beta distributed using the closed interval defined by β.
τ is a vector of N demonstrations that is assumed to be generated using the optimal policy for the MDP. The posterior probability of τ given r and constant η are then computed. η is the parameter representing the confidence of actions being optimal [6] . The algorithm iteratively converges to a value of r that maximizes this probability. The values of Φ and w computed in each iteration are stored in a vector. To compute mean-based results, the sum of rewards per iteration is used as the final reward. The use of the mean at the final stage of the BNP-FIRL algorithm is denoted by BNP-FIRL(mean).
B. NEAT
Since the function to be generated is unknown, so is its complexity. This implies uncertainty about the optimal number of layers and nodes in each layer to be used. Nodes in later layers of a neural network may be able to define a function for which it may take several nodes in the earlier layers of the neural network to define. There is therefore a trade-off between the number of hidden layers and the number of nodes in each layer. Because of this, using a fixed structure for the neural network in this scenario may be difficult and sub-optimal. Neuroevolution solves this problem by generating the optimal neural network using evolutionary algorithms.
NEAT evolves neural networks using GA [3] , [4] , guided by a f itness f unction and primarily governed by population size (N P ) and the maximum number of generations (N G ). Each member of the population corresponds to a genotype or genome and a phenotype (the actual neural network). A genome consists of node genes (listing input, output and hidden nodes) and connection genes (listing connections between nodes and associated weights). Genotype to phenotype mapping is summarized in Figure 4 . NEAT begins with relatively less complex neural networks and then increases complexity based on a f itness requirements. Specifically, the initial network is perceptron-like and only comprises of input and output neurons. The gene is evolved by either addition of a neuron into a connection path or by creating a connection between existing neurons.
C. NEAT-IRL
The result of NEAT-IRL is a neural network that can produce state values based on state features.
Neural networks represented by a genome population in NEAT use state features as input and produce state value as output. A corresponding policy is evaluated for that state space. It is therefore suitable that the fitness function be the coherence between the generated and demonstrated policies. In implementation, this is done by using the coherence (c) of generated action directions (d G ) with the demonstration (d D ) as fitness value.
otherwise (other wrong direction or no action) (1) These values are intuitive to the cosine of the angle between the generated and example actions. Fitness is computed as c accumulated over all states included in the demonstration. If all of the demonstrated actions are replicated correctly, the algorithm is terminated. This is summarized in Figure 1 .
D. BNP-FIRL(NEAT)
The use of NEAT is similar to NEAT-IRL where the fitness value is based on matching examples in the demonstration. However, the inputs are no longer state features. Instead, they are intermediate state reward values generated by BNP-FIRL, explained as follows.
The dimension of Φ and thus w vary across iterations, because of variation in composite features considered. A nonlinear combination of Φ or w over time is therefore not possible. However, the size of r is constant for each iteration. The set of values of r over iterations of the algorithm then serve as input to the neural network. The output of the neural network is then used as the resultant state reward vector. This reward vector is used to compute the optimal policy, which can then be used to compute fitness values.
E. GPIRL vs NEAT-IRL
GPIRL and NEAT-IRL consider individual states as opposed to traces of state sequences, making them memory efficient in terms of the storage of examples. However, GPIRL generates a function that produces state rewards, as opposed to NEAT-IRL which generates a function that produces state values. State rewards evaluate immediate desirability whereas state values evaluate long term desirability of a state. An agent therefore seeks actions that lead to states of higher value and not highest reward to maximize long term reward [33] . State values also observe smoother transition among states in close proximity; this is not necessary for state rewards. Further, converting a set of state values to a policy requires a single computational step (value based greedy action selection). In case of state rewards, however, the policy is accumulated over several epochs of computation, thereby resulting in greater time complexity. Additionally, a policy generated using state values is more robust to noise than one generated based on state rewards. The reason is that in case of state values, policy evaluation only requires a comparison of adjacent state values. The final policy is therefore only affected if the state values are close enough for noise to change the action selection. In case of policy generation using state rewards, noise would be accumulated over each epoch of computation and would therefore have a more significant effect on the generated policy. A disadvantage of generating state values is that they transfer poorly to other MDPs with similar feature sets as opposed to state rewards [16] . However, our problem space does not concern transfer learning.
Work in [34] shows that GP behavior can be replicated by a multilayer perceptron neural network with a sufficiently large number of hidden neurons (tending to infinity). This stands with a requirement to use weight decay [35] , [36] . In practice, this implies limitation of neural networks for approximation of GP behavior instead of exactness. Further, GP models can be optimized to fit data exactly with specific hyper-parameter values [37] . This implies a trade-off between exactness and over-fitting data.
NEAT-IRL does, however, introduce two new parameters (N P and N G ) to the IRL problem, which increases degrees of freedom. The performance of a fixed set of parameters will vary in different environments. Algorithm performance may therefore need to be evaluated across these parameters for optimal value assignments.
F. BNP-FIRL(mean) vs BNP-FIRL(NEAT)
The set of functions defined by a linear combination of variables is a subset of the set of functions defined by a nonlinear combination of those variables. Non-linear combinations are therefore more powerful in expressing relationships among variables and direct towards better function approximations at the cost of function complexity. In the case of the mean-based result of BNP-FIRL in particular, the linear combination is simply a sum of variables. This allows for significant scope for improvement in approximation of the final value of state rewards.
Similar to NEAT-IRL, the use of NEAT with BNP-FIRL increases the number of algorithm parameters and may require an additional level of optimization for better algorithm performance.
V. EXPERIMENTS
NEAT-IRL is currently implemented in MATLAB using [38] and is evaluated using existing tools in the IRL toolkit containing GPIRL [39] . Our work therefore bridges these two MATLAB toolkits. The implementation of BNP-FIRL exists in an extended version of the toolkit [40] . It is used with [39] for the experiments in this work. Inherent to the toolkit, there exist 2×(n−1) binary state features for a grid of size n. These bit patterns contain sub patterns that are consistent for a row or column in the grid, thereby forming a coordinate system. This is exemplified in Figure 5 . Additionally, state rewards are assigned randomly for each macro block. Value iteration is then used to compute the expert policy. Similar to [5] , [7] , [6] , the algorithms are evaluated over many such randomly generated grid worlds and are compared on how well they estimate the randomly generated reward structure. GPIRL consistently produces better results than the other IRL algorithms compared in [5] , [7] . The case is similar with BNP-FIRL(mean) [6] . It is therefore sufficient to evaluate GPIRL, NEAT-IRL, BNP-FIRL(mean) and BNP-FIRL(NEAT) when examining performance improvements. NEAT-IRL is not compared with the work done in [19] , [20] in sight of a dependency on rule based learning.
The algorithms are evaluated in a number of ways. NEAT-IRL is evaluated individually and also in comparison to GPIRL, BNP-FIRL(mean) and BNP-FIRL(NEAT). The IRL toolkit [39] defines misprediction score as the probability that the agent will take a non-optimal action (different from what would have been in an example) in that state. This is measured based on matching of expert policy (used for demonstration) and the policy generated by the IRL algorithm. These scores are evaluated for both linear and standard MDPs. With 5 possible actions at any state in a grid world, default misprediction score is 0.8. Marcoblock size, b, which specifies the number of adjacent cells in a grid to be assigned the same reward values, is set to 1 for all experiments. This is done so that state features correspond to unique rewards. Average values are computed over 25 executions. Furthermore, NEAT-IRL may end execution early when a generated policy completely matched with demonstrated examples. This may, however, lead to under-fitting, which is also a possible contributor to hindering the performance of NEAT-IRL in terms of misprediction score.
Note that the default values used for NEAT in [38] are N P = 150 and N G = 200. Additionally, GPIRL is evaluated in [39] The number of samples in this case is more than the scaled value (N S = 2) to avoid inference based on little data. In doing so, the demonstrations include 25% of the total states, which is justified considering the proportions used in the original setting (n = 32). The primary grid allows for standardized evaluation of the algorithms, whereas a smaller grid allows more tractable analysis of the MDPs over which the algorithms are evaluated. The remaining NEAT configuration including GA parameters is as used in [38] . GPIRL parameters are used as default in [39] . Note that for smaller data samples, interpolation used by GPIRL exceeded the possible number of points, thereby causing mathematical errors. This was fixed by limiting interpolation to the maximum possible when the number of interpolations was more than what was possible.
In the misprediction score graphs plotted, a solid line is used to denote performance data on a standard MDP and a dotted line is used to denote performance data on a linear MDP. Additionally, the term computational complexity is interchangeably used with computational time complexity, and execution time is calculated in seconds. Additionally, misprediction score is observed to be lower when testing on a linear MDP than on a standard MDP irrespective of which of these two MDP types was used for training the algorithm.
A. NEAT-IRL
Evaluation begins with testing NEAT-IRL parameters N P and N G . This is done to evaluate the effect of NEAT parameters on algorithm performance and complexity.
As expected in the use of GAs, a larger population of genomes provides lower misprediction score. Note that beyond a threshold value, an increase in population does not contribute to significant optimization. This is because the capacity of search that can be performed by the extra (beyond a threshold) population of genomes is limited by the size of the current state space. Execution time for NEAT-IRL increases linearly with population size. Coherent to GA behavior, an increase in the number of maximum generations results in lower misprediction score. This is subject to stagnation in a manner similar to that discussed for population size. NEAT-IRL execution time is linear with the maximum number of generations as expected, since computation is constant per generation of the algorithm.
B. GPIRL and BNP-FIRL(mean) vs NEAT-IRL and BNP-FIRL(NEAT)
GPIRL, BNP-FIRL(mean), NEAT-IRL and BNP-FIRL(NEAT) are compared across three aspects of the MDP: the MDP type (standard or linear), the amount of determinism in the MDP (d, where a value of 1.0 represents complete determinism, and a value of 0.0 represents complete randomness) and different values of N S . This tests the ability of the algorithms to reconstruct the reward function across different amounts of data. For each of these evaluations, NEAT parameters are arbitrarily set as N P = 50 and N G = 50.
Dependency on N S is evaluated by varying N S from 1 to 8. To evaluate dependency on d, performance of the algorithms in two settings (d = 0.7 as in [6] and d = 1.0) are tested. Both of these settings are tested on standard and linear MDPs. These experiments are depicted in Figure 6, Figure 7 , Figure 8 and Figure 9 . The misprediction score of algorithms using neural networks is more competitive with the compared algorithms in a non-deterministic setting than in a deterministic setting. This favors use of the algorithm in a real-world setting where nondeterminism exists because of various sources of noise. It is also the case that better performance of neural networks is observed for a linear MDP than for a standard MDP. This is attributed to the neural network being able to perform better on a more easily solvable MDP given a set of parameters. Additionally, the composite features and thus reward function over iterations provide better performance of neural networks in BNP-FIRL(NEAT) as compared to the use of state features in NEAT-IRL. As in [6] , BNP-FIRL(mean) is observed to be consistently better than GPIRL.
Performance of NEAT-IRL improves at a slower pace than the other algorithms. This is attributed to the values of N P = 50 and N G = 50 being unoptimized for the MDPs being used. It is demonstrated in section IV-C that these values are tunable to improve the performance of the algorithm.
Execution time is least for GPIRL in all four experimental settings. In a trade-off with better performance, an increased execution time is observed for BNP-FIRL(mean). This increase is more significant in the case of d = 0.7. This implies that a linear MDP is a harder problem for NPB-FIRL(mean) to solve. The additional layer of NEAT at the final stage of BNP-FIRL does not introduce noticeable increase in execution time. Note that this is also because of the scale of values used, which results in lower resolution between the two graphs.
Execution time for NEAT-IRL remains largest across all of the experimental settings. In the presence of less demonstration data, the algorithm may often match all examples and discontinue evolving the network further. As the number of examples increases, fitting becomes more difficult and causes an increase in the number of generations. This explains the gradual increase in time complexity. Since there is a limit on the maximum number of generations that may be executed, the time complexity later stagnates. BNP-FIRL internally uses a matrix multiplication based technique to solve the MDP given state calculated rewards. However, NEAT-IRL processes each state based on state values of neighboring state values. It is therefore possible that the additional conditional sequences result in significantly increased time complexity for NEAT-IRL as opposed to BNP-FIRL(NEAT). Perhaps, then, if we use neural networks to generate state reward instead of state value, we could integrate with the MDP solution method used by BNP-FIRL and reduce time complexity. However, mapping from state features to rewards is argued to decrease performance as compared to mapping from state features to state values (as discussed in Section IV-E).
From a performance improvement perspective, Figure 8 examines a setting where the use of neural networks provides competitive performance to the other algorithms in our examination set. However, a smoother graph is required for better comparison. For this reason, an average is considered over 100 executions. The results are shown in Figure 10 . Execution time data is similar on average to that in Figure 8 and is therefore omitted. The figure establishes that the performance of BNP-FIRL(NEAT) is competitive to that of BNP-FIRL(mean), both of which are better than GPIRL and NEAT-IRL. The figure also establishes that in this setting, the use of neural networks alone (NEAT-IRL) outperforms GPIRL. The experiment in Figure 8 is also extended to observe performance in the presence of 9 − 16 samples (calculated over 25 executions). This is shown in Figure 11 . While the trends between GPIRL, BNP-FIRL(mean) and BNP-FIRL(NEAT) continue, limitation in performance of NEAT-IRL attributed to NEAT parameter settings is observed.
To compare BNP-FIRL(mean) and BNP-FIRL(NEAT) algorithms, the use of neural networks (BNP-FIRL(NEAT)) is tested for its better adaptability to non linear boundaries as compared to BNP-FIRL(mean). The algorithms are evaluated over various non-deterministic (d = 0.7) linear MDPs (varied by random seed initialization) to observe algorithm performance over different optimal policies for different MDPs. Overall, the performance of the two algorithms is indistinguishable. However, a closer look at specific seed values shows that BNP-FIRL(NEAT) performs noticeably better than NPBFIRL(mean) for certain seed values (see Figure 12 and Figure 13 ).
From MDPs corresponding to these seed values, it is unclear whether the number of goal states discriminates performance between the two algorithms. It is then hypothesized that BNP-FIRL(NEAT) performs better than BNP-FIRL(mean) in the presence of multiple goal states. To evaluate this, two MDPs (n = 4) are manually constructed with goals randomly placed in the MDP. This is done by associating an arbitrary reward value of 100 to those states. The differences in performances of the two algorithms are also compared for significance using two tailed t-test. The results are summarized in Table  I . M BN P −F IRL(mean) and M BN P −F IRL(N EAT ) represent misprediction scores corresponding to BNP-FIRL(mean) and BNP-FIRL(NEAT) respectively. To overcome the fluctuation of numbers for averages over smaller number of runs (such as 25), the results are averaged over 1000 runs.
In the presence of a single goal state, BNP-FIRL(mean) significantly outperforms BNP-FIRL(NEAT). However, as the number of goals increases, BNP-FIRL(NEAT) eventually com- Fig. 12. MDP solutions (seeds 7, 15 ). The level of complexity of optimal policies is different for the two seed values. It is unclear whether the number of goal states (and therefore complexity of optimal policy) depicts a situation where BNP-FIRL(NEAT) would outperform BNP-FIRL(mean). petes and later significantly outperforms BNP-FIRL(mean). From an MDP perspective, increasing the number of goals results in a more complex policy. This is because the state reward and hence state value surface has more than one optima. This is visually exemplified in Figure 14 and Figure  15 .
The hypothesis is then tested on a n = 16 scale (with N S = 16, L S = 4 for correspondingly scaled input samples). 4 goals with reward value 100 are placed at each corner of the grid. In an average over 100 executions (see Table  I ), BNP-FIRL(NEAT) results in a significantly (p-value = 4.1819e−06) lower misprediction score (0.2672) as compared to BNP-FIRL(mean) (0.3072). The hypothesis that the use of a neural network allows to learn more complicated reward structures is therefore confirmed.
A conclusive performance hierarchy between these algorithms in a non-deterministic (d = 0.7) linear MDP experimental setting is then established as BNP-FIRL(NEAT) > BNP-FIRL(mean) > NEAT-IRL > GPIRL.
VI. CONCLUSION
These experiments conclude that algorithms using NEAT perform better on a non-deterministic linear MDP than BNP-FIRL(mean) and GPIRL (as in Figure 10 ). This is useful considering that real-world MDPs contain uncertainty in action caused by various sources of noise. Suitability of the algorthm Fig. 14. Example MDP solutions (1 goal, 2 goals) . In the presence of less goals, the optimal policy shows smooth direction towards the goal(s). This can be encoded using a simple (more linear) reward function as opposed to a more non-linear function required in the presence of a more complex policy (as in Figure 15 ). Fig. 15 . Example MDP solutions (3 goals, 4 goals). With an increase in the number of goals, the optimal policy becomes more complex than it is for less goals (as in Figure 14 ). The estimated reward function is therefore also expected to be more complex. to LMDPs is useful for real-world problems such as the robust output tracking problem and the control of an n-joint arm. Given the competitive performance of BNP-FIRL(NEAT) and BNP-FIRL(mean), hospitable MDPs for BNP-FIRL(NEAT) are then evaluated and experiments highlight the possibility of MDPs with multiple goals being favorable. This hypothesis is examined and superior performance of BNP-FIRL(NEAT) is confirmed in cases of MDPs containing multiple goal states. BNP-FIRL(NEAT) can better estimate more complex reward structure (as in Table I) . A corresponding hierarchy of evaluated algorithms is then established with BNP-FIRL(NEAT) ranked the highest.
Additionally, NEAT parameters can be tuned to improve performance and time complexity for a given set of examples.
The current implementation of NEAT-IRL is also capable of greater time efficiency. Computations specific to each genome in a population can be parallelized. Further, NEAT-IRL policy prediction is currently done for all states. This can be limited to only demonstrated states, since that is what determines fitness.
In future work, BNP-FIRL(NEAT) may be integrated to multi-agent settings and may also be extended to incorporate a cost of sharing information [41] . Evaluations in Section V may also be extended to other benchmark problems such as object world and highway MDPs [7] . Further, aliasing of states often occurs in real-world settings. It is therefore favorable to integrate Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs) [42] with the MATLAB toolkits involved in this work.
